Sample size adaptation in fixed-dose combination drug trial.
Statistical testing in clinical trials can be complex when the statistical distribution of the test statistic involves a nuisance parameter. Some type of nuisance parameters such as standard deviation of a continuous response variable can be handled without too much difficulty. Other type of nuisance parameters, specifically associated with the main parameter under testing, can be difficult to handle. Without knowledge of the possible value of such a nuisance parameter, the maximum type I error associated with testing the main parameter may occur at an extreme value of the nuisance parameter. A well known example is the intersection-union test for comparing a combination drug with its two component drugs where the nuisance parameter is the mean difference between the two components. Knowledge of the possible range of value of this mean difference may help enhance the clinical trial design. For instance, if the interim internal data suggest that this mean difference falls into a possible range of value, then the sample size may be reallocated after the interim look to possibly improve the efficiency of statistical testing. This research sheds some light into possible power advantage from such a sample size reallocation at the interim look.